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Welcome to the 2012
Clemens Cycle for Cancer.
I echo the gratitude already expressed by Cristlyn and Jenny ,
and I want to add a few special thanks. To my family Holly, Jason, Julia, and Andy. My siblings Mark, Jerry, Steve, Bill, Linda,
and Bob and their families. Most especially to Dad & Mom who
grace us with inspiration and heroism from heaven.
Thank YOU for making our tenth annual event the best to date.
You make Clemens Cycle for Cancer honorable and inspirational.
If you are returning to us, welcome back. If this is your first
Clemens Cycle for Cancer welcome to our family. We hope you
commit to annually join us in honor of your hero and celebration
of your inspiration.
In 2003, my family accepted a vocation to improve lives of cancer
patients and their families. Years earlier, Mom became our hero
while losing a difficult fight with her oncology. When we started
Clemens Cycle for Cancer, Dad faced his own cancer battle with
inspiring spirit for life. I’d like to wish all Dads a happy Father’s
Day this weekend. Most, if not all of you, share similar
experiences that inspire you to join us today.

June 16, 2012, Richard Clemens, Hawk100 president,
gave opening remarks to hundreds of cyclists riding
the Tenth Clemens Cycle for Cancer in Centerville,
Ohio. As Clemens Cycle for Cancer, founder Mr.
Clemens put numbers to heroism and inspiration.
The event improves lives of cancer patients and their
families who receive care at Miami Valley Hospital.
Here, Mr. Clemens shares his comments.
As president of Hawk100, I am a numbers guy, a left-brained
math man who analyzes securities, manages investments and
advises wealth for a career. Numbers give vital information and
tell stories. I want to share a story of numbers with you.
Digital despair.
1,638,910 The American Cancer Society estimates that many
people in the US will hear 3 words in 2012, “You have cancer.”
66,560 will hail from Ohio. Many cancer patients will embark on
a protocol of oncology that will nearly constantly count their
blood cells keeping them alive. Neutropenia is a condition that
cancer patients suffer from low blood counts caused by typical
chemotherapy treatments that kill normal cells together with
offending cancer. Some will have surgery to remove tumors,
organs, or appendages leading to despair and depression.
.

Richard Clemens, Hawk100 President, welcomes cyclists to the
Clemens Cycle for Cancer family in 2011.

Gauges for complete blood counts provided by The Mayo Clinic.
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3-legged hero’s hope.
Cancer is not uniquely human. Animals can offer heroic insights
into the human spirit and our ability to persevere. My son, Andy,
introduced my family to a remarkable story of a dog named
Annie who “loses a leg but finds her way.”

A half dozen cyclists completed the first stage of two days in the
inaugural Clemens Cycle for Cancer, October 2003.

Annie lost her front-left leg to cancer. She overcame the disease
and despair to live a full life after realizing she could run using
just 3 legs. In so doing, Annie became a 3-legged hero whose
renewed spirit for life gave healing comfort to cancer patients
and amputees.
I invite author, cancer survivor and owner of the late Annie,
Sandy Philipson to share her first person perspective with you.
Inspiring numbers.
My bike has 32 spokes. If one were to break, it would frustrate
my riding. If I had to ride with 1 leg or 1 arm, Annie’s story
would help me persevere. Your story connects me with the
personal trial that too many cancer patients face. Thanks, Sandy.
Through 10 years, you—the CCC family of cyclists, volunteers,
and supporters—have made inspiring numbers. We’ve pedaled
over 38,000 miles and raised over $100,000. That amount may
not cure cancer, but it does improve lives for the 66,000 cancer
patients and their families right here in Ohio.
Of the hundreds of cyclists to participate over the years, one has
ridden all 10 years and has traveled 38,000 miles cumulatively to
get here each year. My brother, Bill, thank you.

When you ride, ride with purpose. Pedal each stroke in honor of
your hero. Climb each hill in celebration of your inspiration. Tell
a number of stories about your heroes and inspirations.
Remember today you improved lives of cancer patients and your
Clemens Cycle for Cancer family.
Kindly remove your helmets and bow your heads in thoughtful,
personal prayer for cancer patients, survivors, and the souls of
those who have passed and for the safety of today’s cyclists.
Please place your helmets on and ride safely.
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